NEWS RELEASE
WaudWare and Nix86 announce partnership to provide best in class mobile phone ordering for all
distributors who use PICS software.
Technology partnership drives food distribution to mobile phones.
May 5, 2017 – WaudWare Incorporated, creators of Produce Inventory Control System (PICS) software, and Nix86, producer
of best in class mobile phone ordering platforms for the foodservice industry have announced their recent partnership to
provide PICS customers with a fully integrated turnkey solution. This solution will allow restaurants and other food service
industry outlets the ability to place orders directly from their mobile phones using an app. Here's how it works:

“We are thrilled to be able to offer this unique solution to our customer base,” said F. Charles Waud, President of WaudWare.
“The food service industry is going mobile. Fresh produce wholesalers, distributors, packers, and distributors need - and now
have - the ability to put an effective tool for selling perishable produce right into their customers' hands.”
Nix86 will provide PICS users with a simple yet powerful app to allow ordering and receiving of product right from their
mobile phone. Their customers will see the app of their favorite suppliers branded with the supplier’s logo that is searchable
under the supplier’s name, and downloadable in the app store.
“By leveraging the powerful Nix86 phone app, PICS is offering its customers an inexpensive path to create a powerful
competitive advantage and additional customer loyalty” said Alex Hardy, Founder of Nix86.
PICS customers are now able to enroll in the program.
About WaudWare: A software development company specializing in the fresh produce and distribution industries,
WaudWare’s flagship product is Produce Inventory Control System (PICS) software. WaudWare understands the complexities
of managing produce traceability, growing, production, buying, selling, inventory tracking, accounting and more. For more
information about WaudWare visit www.produceinventory.com or contact F. Charles Waud at 905.846.9737.
About Nix86: Founded by veterans from the restaurant and technology industries and a winner of the prestigious Mass
Challenge, Nix86 provides mobile transaction apps for the foodservice supply industry. For more information about Nix86
visit https://nix86.com/become-a-partner/ or contact Alex Ross at 1.800.407.1963 x 167.

